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1 The authors would like to thank the Research FoAs is well-known, residuated lattices (RLs) on the unit interval correspond to left-continu-
ous t-norms. Thus far, a similar characterization has not been found for RLs on the set of
intervals of [0,1], or more generally, of a bounded lattice L. In this paper, we show that
the open problem can be solved if it is restricted, making only a few simple and intuitive
assumptions, to the class of interval-valued residuated lattices (IVRLs).
More speciﬁcally, we derive a full characterization of product and implication in IVRLs in
terms of their counterparts on the base RL. To this aim, we use triangle algebras, a recently
introduced variety of RLs that serves as an equational representation of IVRLs.
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In the original, and still most popular, approach to fuzzy set theory introduced by Zadeh [26], membership values are
drawn from the unit interval, equipped with the usual ordering, and intersection and union are modeled by minimum
andmaximum, respectively. On the other hand, many useful generalizations of the evaluation structure as well as of the con-
nectives have been proposed. Goguen [14] replaced the structure of the totally ordered unit interval by an arbitrary bounded
latticeL to allow for incomparabilities among elements, and triangular norms and conorms [21] are quite common nowa-
days as generalized representations of logical conjunction and disjunction, respectively. Remark that their deﬁnition, orig-
inally introduced on ð½0;1;min;maxÞ, can be naturally extended to a bounded lattice L, by virtue of the ordering of L.
Triangular norms (t-norms for short) are often classiﬁed based on the properties they satisfy (see e.g. [19]). From a logical
point of view, a particularly useful property for a t-norm is the residuation principle, i.e., the existence of an implication IT
(called residual implication) satisfying Tðx; yÞ 6 z iff x 6 ITðy; zÞ, for all possible x, y and z in L; the corresponding logical
structure is a residuated lattice (RL). On the unit interval, the t-norms that satisfy this property are exactly those that are left-
continuous w.r.t. the Euclidean metric. In general, however, no such characterizations exist.. All rights reserved.
Van Gasse), Chris.Cornelis@UGent.be (C. Cornelis), Glad.Deschrijver@UGent.be (G. Deschrijver),
undation—Flanders for funding their research.
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triangularizations are often used to model not only gradedness, but also a degree of imprecision or uncertainty. The best-
known instance is probably LI , which emerges by taking I ¼ ð½0;1;min;maxÞ as the base lattice. The study of t-norms
onLI satisfying the residuation principle has received ample attention (see e.g. [5,7,8]), but their characterization currently
still remains an important unsolved problem.
In its most general form, the open problem is complicated by the fact that certain ‘‘badly behaved” t-norms may still sat-
isfy the residuation principle (see e.g. [7,18]). For such a t-norm T on LI , there exist x; y in ½0;1 such that either
Tð½x; x; ½y; yÞ ¼ ½z1; z2, or ITð½x; x; ½y; yÞ ¼ ½z1; z2 with z1 < z2. In other words, ‘‘exact” inputs (i.e., degenerated intervals)
are not necessarily mapped to an exact output. Many authors (e.g. [1,2,11,13,16]) therefore do not consider these ‘‘badly
behaved” t-norms. If we restrict such operations from consideration, the corresponding logical structures are interval-valued
residuated lattices (IVRLs) [24]. In [25], IVRLs were shown to be isomorphic to triangle algebras, a variety of RLs equipped
with approximation operators, and with a third angular point u (uncertainty), different from 0 and 1. As such, triangle alge-
bras provide an equational representation (i.e, strictly in terms of identities) of IVRLs, which makes them a very productive
aid in establishing formal results about IVRLs. In [25], for instance, they were used to construct Triangle Logic (TL), a formal
fuzzy logic that was shown to be sound and complete with respect to the class of IVRLs.
In this paper, we use the isomorphism with triangle algebras to derive the general form of product and implication in
IVRLs. Apart from solving the above-mentioned open problem, this result also allows to obtain characterizations for other
important properties in IVRLs, including involutivity and divisibility.
The remainder of this article is structured as follows: Section 2 proceeds with a recapitulation of all required deﬁnitions
and properties. The main result is then presented in Section 3, which also contains the technical exposition in terms of tri-
angle algebras that leads up to its proof, as well as some of its corollaries. We then investigate the particular situation on the
‘‘standard” IVRLs, i.e., those built on top of LI , in Section 4. We end with a conclusion and some ideas for future work.
2. Preliminaries
Deﬁnition 1. A residuated lattice2 [10] is a structureL ¼ ðL;u;t; ;);0;1Þ in which u; t;  and) are binary operators on the
set L and
 ðL;u;t;0;1Þ is a bounded lattice (with 0 as smallest and 1 as greatest element),
  is commutative and associative, with 1 as neutral element, and
 x  y 6 z iff x 6 y ) z for all x, y and z in L (residuation principle).
The binary operations  and ) are called product and implication, respectively. We will use the notations :x for x ) 0
(negation), x () y for ðx ) yÞ u ðy ) xÞ and xn for x  x      x|ﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ{zﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ}
n times
.
Proposition 2. In a residuated lattice ðL;u;t; ;);0;1Þ,  is increasing in both arguments and ) is decreasing in the ﬁrst and
increasing in the second argument. Furthermore, the following inequalities and identities hold, for every x, y and z in L:2 In l
terminox  y 6 x u y ð1Þ
y 6 x ) y ð2Þ
x 6 y ) ðx  yÞ ð3Þ
x  ðx ) yÞ 6 x u y ð4Þ
x t y 6 ðx ) yÞ ) y ð5Þ
x ) ðy u zÞ ¼ ðx ) yÞ u ðx ) zÞ ð6Þ
ðx t yÞ ) z ¼ ðx ) zÞ u ðy ) zÞ ð7Þ
ðx  yÞ ) z ¼ x ) ðy ) zÞ ð8ÞThe proofs can be found in, e.g., [22].
Deﬁnition 3. An MTL-algebra [12] is a prelinear residuated lattice, i.e., a residuated lattice in which ðx ) yÞ t ðy ) xÞ ¼ 1 for
all x and y in L.
A BL-algebra [15] is a divisible MTL-algebra, i.e., an MTL-algebra in which x u y ¼ x  ðx ) yÞ for all x and y in L. The
weaker property x u y ¼ ðx  ðx ) yÞÞ t ðy  ðy ) xÞÞ is called weak divisibility [23,25].
An MV-algebra [3,4] is a BL-algebra in which the negation is an involution, i.e., ðx ) 0Þ ) 0 ¼ x for all x in L.iterature (e.g. [16]), the name residuated lattice is sometimes used for structures more general than what we call residuated lattices. In the most general
logy, our structures would be called bounded integral commutative residuated lattices.
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in which x  y ¼ x u y for all x and y in L.
A Boolean algebra [17] is an MV-algebra that is also a Heyting-algebra.
In residuated lattices, divisibility is equivalent to the following property: if x 6 y, then there exists a z such that x ¼ y  z
(see e.g. [16]). Using this equivalence, it is easy to see that a Heyting-algebra is always divisible. Being divisible residuated
lattices, Heyting-algebras are always distributive [16].
Deﬁnition 4. A triangular norm (t-norm, for short) [21] on a bounded lattice ðL;u;t;0;1Þ is a binary, increasing,
commutative and associative operator T : L2 ! L that satisﬁes Tðx;1Þ ¼ 1, for all x in L.
If for every pair ðx; yÞ in L2, supfz 2 LjTðx; zÞ 6 yg exists, then the map IT deﬁned by ITðx; yÞ ¼ supfz 2 LjTðx; zÞ 6 yg is called
the residual implicator of T.
In a residuated lattice, the operator  is always a t-norm, and ) is its residual implicator. Moreover, for a residuated lat-
tice on the unit interval,  is always left-continuous w.r.t. the Euclidean metric.
Deﬁnition 5. Given a lattice L ¼ ðL;u;tÞ (called the base lattice), its triangularization TðLÞ is the structure
TðLÞ ¼ ðIntðLÞ;w;FÞ deﬁned by
 IntðLÞ ¼ f½x1; x2jðx1; x2Þ 2 L2 and x1 6 x2g
 ½x1; x2w½y1; y2 ¼ ½x1 u y1; x2 u y2
 ½x1; x2
F½y1; y2 ¼ ½x1 t y1; x2 t y2
The set DL ¼ f½x; xjx 2 Lg is called the diagonal of TðLÞ. The ﬁrst and the second projection pr1 and pr2 are the mappings
from IntðLÞ to L, deﬁned by pr1ð½x1; x2Þ ¼ x1 and pr2ð½x1; x2Þ ¼ x2, for all ½x1; x2 in TðLÞ.
The triangularization of ð½0;1;min;maxÞ is denoted asLI ¼ ðLI;u;tÞ (thus, LI ¼ Intð½0;1;min;maxÞ andLI ¼ Tð½0;1;min;
maxÞ) and is shown in Fig. 1.
Deﬁnition 6. An interval-valued residuated lattice (IVRL) [25] is a residuated lattice ðIntðLÞ;w;F;;); ½0;0; ½1;1Þ on the
triangularization TðLÞ of a bounded lattice L ¼ ðL;u;tÞ, in which the diagonal DL is closed under  and ), i.e.,
½x; x  ½y; y 2 DL and ½x; x)½y; y 2 DL for all x; y in L.
Henceforth, an IVRL on LI will be called a standard IVRL.
Example 7. If T is a left-continuous t-norm on ð½0;1;min;maxÞ, a 2 ½0;1 and the mappingTT;a [7] is deﬁned, for x ¼ ½x1; x2
and y ¼ ½y1; y2 in LI , by the formulaTT;aðx; yÞ ¼ ½Tðx1; y1Þ;maxðTða; Tðx2; y2ÞÞ; Tðx1; y2Þ; Tðx2; y1ÞÞ; ð9Þ
then ðLI;u;t;TT;a;ITT;a ; ½0;0; ½1;1Þ is a standard IVRL, in which the residual implicator ITT;a of TT;a is given byITT;aðx; yÞ ¼ ½minðITðx1; y1Þ; ITðx2; y2ÞÞ;minðITðTðx2;aÞ; y2Þ; ITðx1; y2ÞÞ:
This construction can be easily generalized for an arbitrary residuated lattice ðL;u;t; ;);0;1Þ and its triangularization, sim-
ilarly as in [25]. If a ¼ 1, TT;a is called t-representable, and if a ¼ 0, then TT;a is called pseudo t-representable [8]. Remark
also that a ¼ pr2ðTT;að½0;1; ½0;1ÞÞ.
In [24], we introduced the notion of a triangle algebra, a structure that serves as an equational representation for an inter-
val-valued residuated lattice.Fig. 1. The lattice LI .
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lattice, m and l are unary operators and u a constant, such that the following conditions are satisﬁed:T:1 mx 6 x; T:10 x 6 lx;
T:2 mx 6 mmx; T:20 llx 6 lx;
T:3 mðx u yÞ ¼ mx u my; T:30 lðx u yÞ ¼ lx u ly;
T:4 mðx t yÞ ¼ mx t my; T:40 lðx t yÞ ¼ lx t ly;
T:5 mu ¼ 0; T:50 lu ¼ 1;
T:6 mlx ¼ lx; T:60 lmx ¼ mx;
T:7 mðx ) yÞ 6 mx ) my;
T:8 ðmx () myÞ  ðlx () lyÞ 6 ðx () yÞ;
T:9 mx ) my 6 mðmx ) myÞ:Remark that this deﬁnition differs slightly from the one we gave in [25]. In that paper we added the conditions m1 ¼ 1 and
l0 ¼ 0. However, they can be left out because they can be deduced from the other conditions. Indeed, using T.50 and T.6, we
ﬁnd m1 ¼ mlu ¼ lu ¼ 1; and, using T.5 and T.60, l0 ¼ lmu ¼ mu ¼ 0.
In a triangle algebra ðA;u;t; ;); m;l;0;u;1Þ, the unary operators m and l are increasing. In the remainder of the paper,
we will use the abbreviation (M) whenever we refer to the monotonicity of  and ) (see Proposition 2), and of m and l.
Another property valid in triangle algebras is x 6 y iff x ) y ¼ 1 iff mx 6 my and lx 6 ly (characterization of inequality).
This will be abbreviated by (I).
Deﬁnition 9. Let A ¼ ðA;u;t; ;); m;l;0;u;1Þ be a triangle algebra. An element x in A is called exact if mx ¼ x. The set of
exact elements of A is denoted by EðAÞ.
In [25], it was proven that EðAÞ ¼ mðAÞ ¼ lðAÞ ¼ mðEðAÞÞ ¼ lðEðAÞÞ and that ðEðAÞ;u;t; ;);0;1Þ is an algebraic subre-
duct of A (and a fortiori that ðEðAÞ;u;t;0;1Þ is a sublattice of ðA;u;t;0;1Þ). So EðAÞ is closed under  and ), i.e.,
mðx  yÞ ¼ x  y and mðx ) yÞ ¼ x ) y if mx ¼ x and my ¼ y. In the remainder of this paper, we will use (C) to refer to this
property.
We also established in [25] the one-to-one correspondence between IVRLs and triangle algebras. The unary operators m
and l correspond with the mappings pv and ph that map ½x1; x2 to ½x1; x1 and ½x2; x2, respectively. The constant u corresponds
to ½0;1, and the set of exact elements EðAÞ to the diagonal DL (see Fig. 2).
Every property mentioned in Deﬁnition 3 (prelinearity, divisibility, etc.) can be weakened, by imposing it on EðAÞ (instead
of A) only. We will denote this with the preﬁx ‘pseudo’. For example, a triangle algebra is said to be pseudo-divisible if
mx u my ¼ mx  ðmx ) myÞ for all x and y in A. Another example: a triangle algebra is said to be pseudo-linear if its set of exact
elements is linearly ordered (by the original ordering, restricted to EðAÞ). There are inﬁnitely many pseudo-linear triangle
algebras (e.g. each of those deﬁned by the t-norms onLI from Example 7), but only those with less than four elements are
linear too. This is due to the fact that, if a triangle algebra has at least four elements, then there is at least one exact element
different from 0 and 1. Indeed, if 0 and 1 were the only exact elements, then the only possible couples ðmx;lxÞwould be (0,0),
(0,1) and (1,1). Condition T.8 implies that the triangle algebra has three elements in that case (0, u and 1), a contradiction.
Using (I), it is easy to see that an exact element different from 0 and 1 is incomparable with u.Fig. 2. The isomorphism v from a triangle algebra to an IVRL.
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ture, restricted to the diagonal, is a divisible residuated lattice. Another example: every IVRL on LI is pseudo-linear (as its
diagonal is linear), but clearly not linear (consider, e.g., ½0;1 and ½0:5;0:5).
To conclude this section, we recall some basic properties of triangle algebras [25].
Proposition 10. In a triangle algebra A ¼ ðA;u;t; ;); m;l;0;u;1Þ, the following identities and inequality hold, for every x, y
and z in A:x u u ¼ lx u u ð10Þ
x t u ¼ mx t u ð11Þ
x ¼ ðlx u uÞ t mx ¼ ðmx t uÞ u lx ð12Þ
mðx  yÞ ¼ mx  my ð13Þ
lðx  yÞ 6 lx  ly ð14ÞProof. We prove (10)–(12) (the other two proofs can be found in [25]):
(10) On the one hand, we have mðx u uÞ ¼ mx u mu ¼ 0 ¼ mlx u mu ¼ mðlx u uÞ. On the other hand, we have
lðx u uÞ ¼ lx u lu ¼ llx u lu ¼ lðlx u uÞ. So, by T.8, x u u ¼ lx u u.
(11) The proof of x t u ¼ mx t u is analogous to that of x u u ¼ lx u u.
(12) On the one hand, we can use T.4, T.3, T.1 and T.2 to ﬁnd mððx u uÞ t mxÞ ¼ ðmx u muÞ t mx ¼ mx. On the other hand, by T.40,
T.30, T.60, T.50, T.1 and T.10, we ﬁnd lððx u uÞ t mxÞ ¼ ðlx u luÞ t mx ¼ lx. So by T.8, ðx u uÞ t mx ¼ x. Together with (10),
this proves the ﬁrst identity. The other identity is proven in a similar way. h3. Product and implication
In this section, we will prove, by a series of steps leading up to Theorem 14, that the operations  and ) in a triangle
algebraA ¼ ðA;u;t; ;); m;l;0; u;1Þ are determined by their action on EðAÞ and by the value of u  u. To this aim, we will
derive explicit representations for mðx  yÞ, lðx  yÞ, mðx ) yÞ, and lðx ) yÞ. To obtain these, ﬁrst we prove a number of prop-
erties regarding the interaction of the operations in triangle algebras.
Proposition 11. In a triangle algebraA ¼ ðA;u;t; ;); m;l;0;u;1Þ, the following inequality and identity hold, for every x and y
in A:lðx ) yÞ 6 mx ) ly ð15Þ
lðx  myÞ ¼ lx  my ð16ÞProof
(15) Let x and y be in A. Because mx and ly are in EðAÞ, also mx ) ly 2 EðAÞ : mx ) ly ¼ lðmx ) lyÞ (C). Using mx 6 x (T.1),
y 6 ly (T.10), we ﬁnd x ) y 6 mx ) ly (M). Thus, lðx ) yÞ 6 lðmx ) lyÞ (M).
(16) By (14) and T.60, we already know lðx  myÞ 6 lx  lmy ¼ lx  my. Furthermore, by (3), (M), (15) and T.2,
lx 6 lðmy ) ðx  myÞÞ 6 mmy ) lðx  myÞ ¼ my ) lðx  myÞ. Therefore, also lx  my 6 lðx  myÞ by the residuation
principle. h
Remark that (16) means in fact that lðx  zÞ ¼ lx  z if z 2 EðAÞ (because in this case z ¼ mz).
The following very useful lemma will be needed in the derivation of further identities in triangle algebras.
Lemma 12. In a triangle algebraA ¼ ðA;u;t; ;); m;l;0;u;1Þ, for all y in A and all z in EðAÞ, it holds that u  z 6 y iff z 6 ly.
Proof. Remark that lðu  zÞ ¼ lu  z ¼ z because of (16) and T.50. Suppose z 6 ly. This means lðu  zÞ 6 ly. As
mðu  zÞ ¼ 0 6 my by (M) and T.5, we conclude that u  z 6 y (using (I)). Conversely, if u  z 6 y, then z ¼ lðu  zÞ 6 ly
by (M). h
Proposition 13. In a triangle algebra A ¼ ðA;u;t; ;); m;l;0;u;1Þ, the following identities hold, for every x and y in A:
mðmx ) yÞ ¼ mx ) my ð17Þ
lðmx ) yÞ ¼ mx ) ly ð18Þ
ðx u uÞ ) ðy u uÞ ¼ ðx u uÞ ) y ¼ ðx u uÞ ) ly ð19Þ
mððx u uÞ ) yÞ ¼ lx ) ly ð20Þ
lððx u uÞ ) yÞ ¼ lx ) lðu ) yÞ ð21Þ
lðu ) yÞ ¼ lðu  uÞ ) ly ð22Þ
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(17) On the one hand, mx ) my 6 mx ) y, by T.1 and (M), so mx ) my ¼ mðmx ) myÞ 6 mðmx ) yÞ by (C) and (M). On the other
hand, by T.1, mðmx ) yÞ 6 mx ) y. By the residuation principle, mx  mðmx ) yÞ 6 y. Moreover, mx  mðmx ) yÞ ¼
mðmx  mðmx ) yÞÞ 6 my by (C) and (M). Applying the residuation principle again, we obtain mðmx ) yÞ 6 mx ) my.
(18) We will prove this identity by showing that z 6 mx ) ly iff z 6 lðmx ) yÞ for any z 2 EðAÞ. This implies
mx ) ly ¼ lðmx ) yÞ, because both elements in this identity are in EðAÞ. We have z 6 mx ) ly iff z  mx 6 ly iff (by
Lemma 12) u  z  mx 6 y iff u  z 6 mx ) y iff (by Lemma 12) z 6 lðmx ) yÞ.
(19) Because y 6 ly and ) is increasing in the second argument, ðx u uÞ ) y 6 ðx u uÞ ) ly. Because
mððx u uÞ  ððx u uÞ ) lyÞÞ 6 mðx u uÞ 6 mu ¼ 0 6 my and lððx u uÞ  ððx u uÞ ) lyÞÞ 6 lly ¼ ly by (4) and (M),
ðx u uÞ  ððx u uÞ ) lyÞ 6 y, by (I) and T.8. Thus ðx u uÞ ) ly 6 ðx u uÞ ) y. So ðx u uÞ ) ly ¼ ðx u uÞ ) y. Now we
apply this with y u u instead of y, using ly ¼ lðy u uÞ. We ﬁnd ðx u uÞ ) ly ¼ ðx u uÞ ) lðy u uÞ ¼ ðx u uÞ ) ðy u uÞ.
(20) Because ðx u uÞ ) ly ¼ ðx u uÞ ) y by (19), we know that mððx u uÞ ) lyÞ ¼ mððx u uÞ ) yÞ. We now prove that
mððx u uÞ ) lyÞ ¼ lx ) ly. On the one hand, lx ) ly 6 ðx u uÞ ) ly because x u u 6 x 6 lx and (M). Thus, by (C)
and (M), lx ) ly ¼ mðlx ) lyÞ 6 mððx u uÞ ) lyÞ. On the other hand, we have ðx u uÞ  mððx u uÞ ) lyÞ 6
ðx u uÞ  ððx u uÞ ) lyÞ 6 ly because of T.1, (M) and (4). Therefore, using T.30, T.50, (16), (M) and T.20,
lx  mððx u uÞ ) lyÞ ¼ lðx u uÞ  mððx u uÞ ) lyÞ ¼ lððx u uÞ  mððx u uÞ ) lyÞÞ 6 lly ¼ ly, which implies
mððx u uÞ ) lyÞ 6 lx ) ly.
(21) We will prove this identity by showing that z 6 lððx u uÞ ) yÞ iff z 6 lx ) lðu ) yÞ for any z 2 EðAÞ. This implies
lððx u uÞ ) yÞ ¼ lx ) lðu ) yÞ, because both elements in this identity are in EðAÞ.Using Lemma 12, the residuation
principle, (I), mðz  ðx u uÞÞ ¼ 0, (16), T.30 and T.50, we ﬁnd z 6 lððx u uÞ ) yÞ iff u  z 6 ðx u uÞ ) y iff z  ðx u uÞ 6 u ) y
iff lðz  ðx u uÞÞ 6 lðu ) yÞ iff z  lðx u uÞ 6 lðu ) yÞ iff z  lx 6 lðu ) yÞ iff z 6 lx ) lðu ) yÞ.
(22) We will prove this identity by showing that z 6 lðu  uÞ ) ly iff z 6 lðu ) yÞ for any z 2 EðAÞ. This implies
lðu  uÞ ) ly ¼ lðu ) yÞ, because both sides in this identity are in EðAÞ. Applying the residuation principle, (16),
(I), mðz  u  uÞ ¼ 0 and Lemma 12, we ﬁnd the following equivalences: z 6 lðu  uÞ ) ly iff z  lðu  uÞ 6 ly iff
lðz  u  uÞ 6 ly iff z  u  u 6 y iff z  u 6 u ) y iff z 6 lðu ) yÞ. h
Theorem 14. In a triangle algebraA ¼ ðA;u;t; ;); m;l;0;u;1Þ, the implication) and the product  are completely determined
by their action on EðAÞ and the value of u  u. More speciﬁcally:
 mðx ) yÞ ¼ ðmx ) myÞ u ðlx ) lyÞ
 lðx ) yÞ ¼ ðlx ) ðlðu  uÞ ) lyÞÞ u ðmx ) lyÞ
 mðx  yÞ ¼ mx  my
 lðx  yÞ ¼ ðmx  lyÞ t ðlx  myÞ t ðlx  ly  lðu  uÞÞ
and thereforex ) y ¼

lx ) ðlðu  uÞ ) ly

u ðmx ) lyÞ

u uÞ t

ðlx ) lyÞ u ðmx ) myÞ

¼

ððlx ) lyÞ u ðmx ) myÞÞ t u

u

lx ) ðlðu  uÞ ) lyÞ

u ðmx ) lyÞ

andx  y ¼

ðmx  lyÞ t ðlx  myÞ t ðlx  ly  lðu  uÞÞ

u u

t ðmx  myÞ
¼

ðmx  myÞ t u

u

ðmx  lyÞ t ðlx  myÞ t ðlx  ly  lðu  uÞÞ

:Proof
 By means of (12), (10) and (7), we ﬁnd
x ) y ¼ ððx u uÞ t mxÞ ) y ¼ ððx u uÞ ) yÞ u ðmx ) yÞ:Therefore, by T.3, (20) and (17),mðx ) yÞ ¼ mðððx u uÞ ) yÞ u ðmx ) yÞÞ ¼ mððx u uÞ ) yÞ u mðmx ) yÞ ¼ ðlx ) lyÞ u ðmx ) myÞand, by T.30, (21), (22) and (18),lðx ) yÞ ¼ lðððx u uÞ ) yÞ u ðmx ) yÞÞ ¼ lððx u uÞ ) yÞ u lðmx ) yÞ ¼ ðlx ) lðu ) yÞÞ u ðmx ) lyÞ
¼ ðlx ) ðlðu  uÞ ) lyÞÞ u ðmx ) lyÞ:
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 Using (I), the residuation principle, the ﬁrst part of this proof and the deﬁnition of u and t, we ﬁnd the following equi-
valences, for all x, y and z in A:mðx  yÞ 6 mz
lðx  yÞ 6 lz
(
iff x  y 6 z
iff x 6 y ) z
iff
mx 6 mðy ) zÞ
lx 6 lðy ) zÞ
(
iff
mx 6 ðmy ) mzÞ u ðly ) lzÞ
lx 6 ðmy ) lzÞ u ðly ) ðlðu  uÞ ) lzÞÞ
(
iff
mx 6 my ) mz
mx 6 ly ) lz
lx 6 my ) lz
lx 6 ly ) ðlðu  uÞ ) lzÞ
8>><
>>:
iff
mx  my 6 mz
mx  ly 6 lz
lx  my 6 lz
lx  ly  lðu  uÞ 6 lz
8>>><
>>:
iff
mx  my 6 mz
ðmx  lyÞ t ðlx  myÞ t ðlx  ly  lðu  uÞÞ 6 lz:
(In this equivalence, we can take z ¼ x  y. Then mðx  yÞ 6 mz and lðx  yÞ 6 lz are obviously both satisﬁed. So we can con-
clude that ðmx  lyÞ t ðlx  myÞ t ðlx  ly  lðu  uÞÞ 6 lðx  yÞ. On the other hand, we can also take z ¼ ðmx  lyÞt
ðlx  myÞ t ðlx  ly  lðu  uÞÞ. In this case, one can easily verify that mx  my 6 mz and ðmx  lyÞ t ðlx  myÞt
ðlx  ly  lðu  uÞÞ 6 lz are both satisﬁed. So we ﬁnd that lðx  yÞ 6 ðmx  lyÞ t ðlx  myÞ t ðlx  ly  lðu  uÞÞ. So
lðx  yÞ ¼ ðmx  lyÞ t ðlx  myÞ t ðlx  ly  lðu  uÞÞ. Together with (13) and (12), this completes the proof. h
Using the one-to-one correspondence between IVRLs and triangle algebras [25], we can translate Theorem 14 to
Theorem 15. Let ðIntðLÞ;w;F;;); ½0;0; ½1;1Þ be an IVRL and a 2 L,  : L2 ! L and ) : L2 ! L be deﬁned by
a ¼ pr2ð½0;1  ½0;1Þ, x  y ¼ pr1ð½x; x  ½y; yÞ and x ) y ¼ pr1ð½x; x)½y; yÞ, for all x and y in L. Then½x1; x2)½y1; y2 ¼ ½ðx1 ) y1Þ u ðx2 ) y2Þ; ðx1 ) y2Þ u ðx2 ) ða) y2ÞÞ
and½x1; x2  ½y1; y2 ¼ ½x1  y1; ðx2  y2  aÞ t ðx1  y2Þ t ðx2  y1Þ
for all ½x1; x2 and ½y1; y2 in IntðLÞ.
The negation is thus given by :½x1; x2 ¼ ½x1; x2)½0;0 ¼ ½ðx1 ) 0Þ u ðx2 ) 0Þ; ðx1 ) 0Þ u ðx2 ) ða) 0ÞÞ ¼ ½:x2;:x1u
:ðx2  aÞ.
In the following section, we will explore some consequences of this important theorem in the particular setting ofLI . We
conclude this section by listing a number of corollaries of Theorem 14, and a sufﬁcient and necessary characterization of
divisible IVRLs based on Theorem 15.
Corollary 16. The negation : in a triangle algebra A ¼ ðA;u;t; ;); m;l;0;u;1Þ is an involution if and only if u  u ¼ 0 and
::mx ¼ mx, for all x in A.
Proof. Remark that u  u ¼ 0 iff lðu  uÞ ¼ 0. From the deﬁnition of the negation :, Theorem 14 and (8), it follows that the
negation is determined by m:x ¼ :lx and l:x ¼ :ðlx  lðu  uÞÞ u :mx.
Suppose that the negation is an involution. Then obviously ::mx ¼ mx for all x in A. Furthermore, we have
0 ¼ mu ¼ m::u ¼ :l:u ¼ ::lðu  uÞ ¼ lðu  uÞ.
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:m:x ¼ ::lx ¼ ::mlx ¼ mlx ¼ lx, which implies ::x ¼ x. h
Remark that this property is a generalization of Proposition 4.4 in [23], which stated the result for IVRLs on LI .
Corollary 17. In a triangle algebraA ¼ ðA;u;t; ;); m;l;0;u;1Þ, the following inequalities and identities hold, for every x and y
in A:lx ) my 6 mðx ) yÞ ð23Þ
mx 6 lðu  xÞ ð24Þ
ðmx ) myÞ  ðlx ) lyÞ 6 x ) y ð25Þ
x ) ðy t uÞ ¼ ðmx ) myÞ t u ð26Þ
lðx ) ðy u uÞÞ ¼ lðx ) yÞ ¼ lðx ) lyÞ: ð27ÞProof
(23) Because of T.1, T.10 and (M), lx ) my 6 ðmx ) myÞ u ðlx ) lyÞ ¼ mðx ) yÞ.
(24) Using T.50, we ﬁnd mx 6 ðmu  lxÞ t mx t ðlðu  uÞ  lu  lxÞ ¼ ðmu  lxÞ t ðlu  mxÞ t ðlðu  uÞ  lu  lxÞ ¼ lðu  xÞ.
(25) By (1) and T.1, ðmx ) myÞ  ðlx ) lyÞ 6 ðmx ) myÞ u ðlx ) lyÞ ¼ mðx ) yÞ 6 x ) y.
(26) On the one hand, we have lðx ) ðy t uÞÞ ¼ 1 ¼ lððmx ) myÞ t uÞ because of (2), (M) and T.50. On the other hand,
mðx ) ðy t uÞÞ ¼ ðmx ) mðy t uÞÞ u ðlx ) lðy t uÞÞ ¼ ðmx ) myÞ u ðlx ) 1Þ ¼ mx ) my ¼ mððmx ) myÞ t uÞ, by T.4, T.5,
T.50, (M) and (C). So by T.8, x ) ðy t uÞ ¼ ðmx ) myÞ t u.
(27) By T.10 and T.20, we have lðx ) yÞ ¼ ðlx ) ðlðu  uÞ ) lyÞÞ u ðmx ) lyÞ ¼ ðlx ) ðlðu  uÞ ) llyÞÞ u ðmx ) llyÞ ¼
lðx ) lyÞ. The proof of the other identity is analogous, using T.30 and T.50. h
Proposition 18. Let ðIntðLÞ;w;F;;); ½0;0; ½1;1Þ be an IVRL and a 2 L,  : L2 ! L and ) : L2 ! L be deﬁned by
a ¼ pr2ð½0;1  ½0;1Þ, x  y ¼ pr1ð½x; x  ½y; yÞ and x ) y ¼ pr1ð½x; x)½y; yÞ, for all x and y in L. Then this IVRL is divisible if,
and only if, ðL;u;t; ;);0;1Þ is a Heyting-algebra and a t x t :x ¼ 1 for all x in L.
Proof. Suppose ðIntðLÞ;w;F;;); ½0;0; ½1;1Þ is a divisible IVRL. Now consider, for any ﬁxed x in L, the intervals ½x; x and
½x;1. Because of the divisibility, there must exist an interval ½y; z such that ½x; x ¼ ½x;1  ½y; z ¼ ½x  y; ðx  zÞ t ð1  yÞt
ð1  z  aÞ. So x ¼ x  y and y 6 x, which implies x  x ¼ x (no matter what the value of a is). As this holds for any x, we ﬁnd,
for any y and z, that y u z ¼ ðy u zÞ  ðy u zÞ 6 y  z 6 y u z, so ðL;u;t; ;); 0;1Þ is a Heyting-algebra. Furthermore, we have
½0;1 ¼ ½x;1 u ½0;1 ¼ ½x;1  ð½x;1)½0;1Þ ¼ ½x;1  ½:x;1 ¼ ½:x  x; x t :x t a.
Conversely, suppose ðL;u;t; ;);0;1Þ is a Heyting-algebra (and therefore divisible and distributive) and a t x t :x ¼ 1
for all x in L. Then u and  coincide. We prove that ½x1; x2 u ½y1; y2 ¼ ½x1; x2  ð½x1; x2)½y1; y2Þ, or in other words: that
x1 u y1 ¼ x1 u ðx1 ) y1Þ u ðx2 ) y2Þ and that x2 u y2 is the supremum of a u x2 u ððx2 u aÞ ) y2Þ u ðx1 ) y2Þ, x2 u ðx1 ) y1Þu
ðx2 ) y2Þ and x1 u ððx2 u aÞ ) y2Þ u ðx1 ) y2Þ, for every ½x1; x2 and ½y1; y2 in IntðLÞ. Indeed, x1 u ðx1 ) y1Þ u ðx2 ) y2Þ ¼
x1 u y1 u ðx2 ) y2Þ ¼ x1 u y1 (because y1 6 y2 6 x2 ) y2), and the supremum of
 a u x2 u ððx2 u aÞ ) y2Þ u ðx1 ) y2Þ ¼ a u x2 u y2 u ðx1 ) y2Þ ¼ a u x2 u y2,
 x2 u ðx1 ) y1Þ u ðx2 ) y2Þ ¼ ðx1 ) y1Þ u x2 u y2 and
 x1 u ððx2 u aÞ ) y2Þ u ðx1 ) y2Þ ¼ x1 u y2 u ððx2 u aÞ ) y2Þ ¼ x1 u y2 ¼ x1 u x2 u y2
is, by distributivity, ðx2 u y2Þ u ða t ðx1 ) y1Þ t x1Þ ¼ x2 u y2 (because 1 ¼ a t :x1 t x1 6 a t ðx1 ) y1Þ t x1). h
We can distinguish two special cases in the previous proposition:
 If a ¼ 1 (the product  is t-representable), then the condition a t x t :x ¼ 1 is always fulﬁlled. So, every Heyting-algebra
on L corresponds with a Heyting-algebra on TðLÞ and vice versa. Indeed: the t-representable extension of the inﬁmum
on L, deﬁned by, for x ¼ ½x1; x2 and y ¼ ½y1; y2 in IntðIÞ,
Tu;1ðx; yÞ ¼ ½x1 u y1; x2 u y2 ð28Þ
is equal to the inﬁmum on TðLÞ.
 If a ¼ 0 (the product is pseudo t-representable), then the condition a t x t :x ¼ 1 becomes x t :x ¼ 1. The only Heyting-
algebras in which this holds for any x, are Boolean algebras. In this case, the IVRL is not only divisible, but even an MV-
algebra. This was already proven in [16].
Remark that the condition a t x t :x ¼ 1, for any x in L, implies that a t :a ¼ 1. If a t :a ¼ 1, one does not need to verify
the condition for x 6 a nor for :a 6 x. Indeed, if x 6 a, then 1 ¼ a t :a 6 a t x t :a 6 a t x t :x; if :a 6 x, then
1 ¼ a t :a 6 a t :a t :x 6 a t x t :x.
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In this section, we interpret the results that we have established in the previous section for the speciﬁc case of IVRLs
on LI .
First remark that the base lattice ð½0;1;min;maxÞ is linear, and therefore every IVRL (or, equivalently, triangle algebra) on
LI is pseudo-linear. However, none of them is prelinear, since, as was shown in [6], there does not exist an MTL-algebra
on LI .
In Example 7, we have seen that each t-normTT;a onLI deﬁned by Formula (9) generates an IVRL. According to Theorem
15, the converse of this result holds as well: if ðLI;w;F;;), ½0;0; ½1;1Þ is an IVRL, then it is generated by a t-norm of this
class. Indeed, if T is deﬁned by Tðx; yÞ ¼ pr1ð½x; x  ½y; yÞ and a by a ¼ pr2ð½0;1  ½0;1Þ, this theorem implies3 Inte½x1; x2  ½y1; y2 ¼ ½Tðx1; y1Þ;maxðTða; Tðx2; y2ÞÞ; Tðx1; y2Þ; Tðx2; y1ÞÞ
which corresponds exactly to formula (9). This result enables us to take a crucial step forward in solving a long-standing
open problem, raised for the ﬁrst time in [7], regarding the characterization of t-norms onLI satisfying the residuation prin-
ciple. The case of t-representable t-norms has already been settled in [8], but for other t-norms so far only sufﬁcient condi-
tions for satisfying the residuation principle had been obtained ([7,9]). This emphasizes the relevance of Theorem 15.
On the other hand, it should be noted that Theorem 15 does not consider t-norms and implicators under which the diag-
onal ofLI is not closed. Such operations do exist,3 see e.g. [25]. While their practical use can be debated, from a mathematical
point of view, it remains a challenge to extend our characterization to include these RLs on triangularizations as well. It is doubt-
ful, however, whether this more general class can also be captured by a variety like triangle algebras.
As every MTL-algebra on the unit interval is induced by a left-continuous t-norm, we can conclude that every IVRL onLI
corresponds in a unique way to a couple ðT;aÞ, in which T is a left-continuous t-norm on ð½0;1;min;maxÞ and a 2 ½0;1. If we
take a continuous t-norm on the diagonal ofLI instead of a left-continuous one, then the structure on the diagonal is a BL-
algebra instead of an MTL-algebra. In other words, in this case the IVRL is pseudo-divisible. So a lot of pseudo-divisible IVRLs
exist. Surprisingly, because of Proposition 18, there is only one divisible IVRL on LI , namely the one induced by Tmin;1. In-
deed: there is only one Heyting-algebra on ð½0;1;min;maxÞ; and if a t x t :x ¼ 1 for every x in ½0;1, then necessarily a ¼ 1
(because x t :x is not equal to 1 for x in 0;1½, as :x ¼ 1 iff x ¼ 0).
On the other hand, an IVRL on LI (or in fact, any IVRL) can only have an involutive negation if a ¼ 0, because of Propo-
sition 16. Therefore, no divisible IVRL with involutive negation (i.e. no MV-algebra) exists onLI . This is in accordance with
the result that no MTL-algebra exists onLI . These observations once more illustrate the different characteristics of t-repre-
sentable and pseudo t-representable t-norms on LI .
5. Conclusion and future work
In this paper, we have established an important result about triangle algebras, and thus also about IVRLs: the product in
triangle algebras is necessarily an extension of the product on a smaller residuated lattice. We have shown that these exten-
sions are parametrized by the elements of the smaller residuated lattice and have derived the speciﬁc form of these exten-
sions. We have used this result to study other important properties of IVRLs, and to ﬁnd necessary and sufﬁcient conditions
for IVRLs to satisfy these properties. Furthermore, we have considered in some more detail the case of LI , the most com-
monly used lattice for building IVRLs.
It is known that MTL-algebras are subdirect products of linear residuated lattices [12]. An important challenge in our cur-
rent research is to prove a similar result for triangle algebras, i.e., to ﬁnd out which subclass of triangle algebras contains the
subdirect products of triangle algebras with a linear diagonal. In the same context, we would also like to unravel all connec-
tions between the different properties that can be imposed on triangle algebras.
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